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QUASISTATIC WAVES OF HYDROGRAVITY GENERATEDIN THE GALACTIC INTERSTELLAR MEDIUMBY A PULSATING NEUTRON STARS. Bastrukov a;*, I. Molodtsova a, D. Podgainy aaJoint Institute for Nulear Researh141980, Dubna, Mosow Region, RussiaV. Papoyan a;bbYerevan State University375025, Yerevan, ArmeniaJ. Yang ;dEwha Womans University120-750, Seoul, South KoreadCenter for High Energy Physis702-701, Daegu, South KoreaD. Murray eeOkanagan University College3333, Kelowna, British Columbia, CanadaSubmitted 25 February 2004Based on priniples of lassial hydrodynamis and Newtonian gravity, the theory of hydrogravity, formulatedin the manner of hydromagneti theory, is developed to aount for the gravitational e�et of global pulsationsof a star on the motions of the ambient gas�dust interstellar medium. Analyti derivation of the dispersionrelation for anonial gravity waves at the free surfae of an inompressible invisid liquid is presented illustratingpratial usefulness of the proposed approah, heavily relying on the onept of lassial gravitational stressintrodued long ago by Fok and Chandrasekhar, and aentuating the shear harater of this mode. Partiularattention is given to gas-dynamial osillations of a similar physial nature generated by a pulsating neutron starin an unbounded spherial shell of gas and dust promoted by irumstellar gravitational stresses and dampedby visosity of the interstellar matter. Computed in the long-wavelength approximation, the periods of thesegravity-driven shear modes, referred to as quasistati modes of hydrogravity, are found to be proportional toperiods of the gravity modes in the neutron star bulk. Given that olletive osillations of osmi plasma in thewave under onsideration should be aompanied by eletromagneti radiation and taking into aount that onlythe radio waves of this radiation an freely travel through the galati gas�dust louds, it is onjetured that theonsidered e�et of gravitational oupling between seismi vibrations of a neutron star and �utuations of thegalati interstellar medium should manifest itself in the radio range of pulsar spetra. Some useful impliationsof the theory developed here to a number of urrent problems of asteroseismology are brie�y disussed.PACS: 92.60.Dj, 97.10.Fy, 97.10.Sj, 97.60.Jd1. INTRODUCTIONIt has been realized long ago that the restless be-havior of neutron stars, exhibited in the pulsar spetra*E-mail: bast�jinr.ru by milliseond miropulses, owes its origin to seismivibrations triggered either by implosion e�ets of su-pernova events or by starquakes [1�3℄, whih may beonneted with some short gamma-ray bursts [4, 5℄. Bynow, there are tolerably oherent arguments showing515



S. Bastrukov, I. Molodtsova, D. Podgainy et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 3 (9), 2004that neutron stars (both pulsars and magnetars) ansupport long-lasting pulsations driven by bulk fores ofelastiity, gravity, and magnetism of the neutron starmatter [6�10℄. At the same time, the in�uene of neu-tron star pulsations on a gas�dust interstellar medium(ISM), whih serves as a �uid matrix mediating a vastvariety of gas-dynamial proesses (e.g., [11℄), remainsless studied. This work disusses the hydrodynamimehanism of gravitational oupling between seismivibrations of a neutron star and �utuations of gas�dust �ows in the ambient envelope. Spei�ally, weonsider a model in whih a pulsating neutron starembedded in a gas�dust spherial shell is regarded asa soure of large-sale hydrodynamial wave motionspromoted by irumstellar gravitational stresses anddamped by visous stresses. The osillatory motionsin question have the same physial nature as the grav-ity waves at the free surfae of an inompressible vis-ous �uid aused by the presene of a onstant �eldof Newtonian gravity (e.g., [12�14℄), the wave proessbeing well-known in the physis of planetary atmo-spheres [15℄.This paper presents arguments that proper mathe-matial treatment of these gravity-driven wave motionsof interstellar medium an be developed on the basis ofself-onsistent equations for variables of lassial hydro-dynamis and Newtonian gravity, whih are formulatedin a manner of governing equations of the hydromag-neti theory. In pursuit of this aim, we follow two dif-ferent approahes, both relying on the key onept ofNewtonian gravitational stress. The underlying idea ofthe �rst method, onstituting the ontent of Ses. 2 and3, is to inlude the Newtonian gravitational �eld in aset of gas-dynamial variables of irumstellar motionsby onsidering this �eld on an equal footing with thestandard hydrodynamial variables suh as the densityand veloity. The seond method, formulated in theAppendix, is based on oupled equations involving thedensity, the veloity, and the gravitational stress ten-sor. Partiular attention is drawn to the fat that boththese methods yield analytially idential estimates forthe frequeny and lifetime of the gravity modes owingtheir existene to �utuations in irumstellar gravita-tional stresses aused by pulsations of a neutron star.In the disussion, we point out some useful appliationsof the theory developed here.2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS OFHYDROGRAVITYThe point of departure in our onsiderations is therepresentation of the body fore of gravity

F = ��g; rg = 4�G�; g = �rU (1)through the tensor of gravitational stresses Gik :Fi = ��gi = ��Gik�xk ;Gik = 14�G �gi gk � 12(gj gj)Æik� : (2)To the best of our knowledge, this form of the gravi-tational fore in the stationary material ontinuum ofdensity � was �rst disussed long ago by Fok [17℄ andjusti�ed by Chandrasekhar [18℄. Suh a possibility isapparent from the identityFi = � �U�xi = � ��xk ��� 14�G � �U�xi �U�xk � 12 � �U�xj �U�xj� Æik�� : (3)Also, the disussion of Newtonian gravitational stressesan be found in [19, 20℄. The matter of partiular inter-est for our present disussion is Chandrasekhar's sug-gestion [18℄ to inorporate the above tensor represen-tation for the stati fore of Newtonian gravity in thedynamial desription of the gravity-driven motions ofan invisid �uid. Spei�ally, it is shown in [18℄ thatreplaement of the standard expression for the gravita-tional fore, Fi = ��gi;in the Euler equation for an ideal �uid�dVidt = � �P�xi � �gi; ddt = ��t + Vk ��xk ; (4)by the above tensor representationFi = �rkGikallows one to rewrite (4) in the form of a onservationlaw for the density of linear momentum �Vi,�(�Vi)�t = ��Pik�xk ; Pik = �ViVk + PÆik +Gik (5)where Pik is the total �ux density.We reall at this point that the key statement inthe MHD theory is that the state of motion of a mag-netoative �uid an be uniquely spei�ed by the density�(r; t), the �ow veloity V(r; t), and the magneti �uxdensity B(r; t), whih are regarded on an equal footingas independent dynamial variables (see, e.g., [21�23℄).The equations of dissipation-free MHD theory���t = ���Vk�xk ;516



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 3 (9), 2004 Quasistati waves of hydrogravity generated : : :�dVidt = � ��xi �P+B28� �+ ��xk � 18� [BiBk+BkBi℄� ;�Bi�t = ��xk [ViBk � VkBi℄desribe the �uid mehanis of a highly ionized (per-fetly onduting) ISM threaded by a galati magneti�eld B.Remarkably, Eq. (5) permits the equivalent repre-sentation�dVidt = � ��xi �P � g28�G��� ��xk � 18�G [gigk + gkgi℄� ; (6)whih in appearane is similar to the Euler equationof the hydromagneti model for interstellar gas dynam-is. This then indiates that the onstrutive treatmentof the gravity-driven gas dynamis of the interstellarmedium an be developed on a methodologial footingsimilar to that lying at the base of magnetohydrody-namis. In partiular, this suggests that the gravita-tional �eld g(r; t) an be regarded as an independentvariable of the ISM motion on an equal footing withbasi variables of interstellar gas dynamis, the density�(r; t) and the �ow veloity V(r; t). Then, adhering tothis attitude, our next goal is to speify the form ofthe onstitutive equation for the gravity��ow oupling,that is, an equation desribing the kinemati relationbetween the vetor �eld of lassial gravity g(r; t) andthe density of linear momentum �(r; t)V(r; t).It is ustomarily taken for granted that the timeevolution of the density governed by the ontinuityequation ���t = ��(�Vk)�xk (7)does not a�et the analyti form of the equation for thestati gravitational �eld,�gk�xk = 4�G�! � = 14�G �gk�xk : (8)The partial derivative with respet to time of theleft-hand side of Eq. (8) should therefore be equal tothe left-hand side of ontinuity equation (7),���t = ��xk � 14�G �gk�t � = � ��xk (�Vk)!! ��xk ��gk�t + 4�G�Vk� = 0: (9)

It follows that the equation�gk�t = �4�G�Vk (10)resulting from the last identity is in agreement withboth the equation of stati gravity and the ontinu-ity equation. As postulated by the above arguments,Eq. (10) should be regarded as the onstitutive equa-tion for kinemati gravity��ow oupling. This showsthat the standard equation for stati Newtonian gravi-ty, rkgk = 4�G�;preserves its validity at all times, if valid initially. Withall the above reservations in mind, we arrive at self-on-sistent equations of hydrodynamis and gravity��owoupling, d�dt + ��Vk�xk = 0; (11)�dVidt + ��xi �P � g28�G�++ ��xk � 18�G [gigk + gkgi℄� = 0; (12)�gk�t + 4�G�Vk = 0; (13)whih in what follows are alled the equations of hy-drogravity for short.The extension of these equations to the ase of avisous �uid is straightforward,�dVidt + �W�xi � �Pik�xk = ��ik�xk ; �ik = 2�� Vik;Vik = 12 � �Vi�xk + �Vk�xi � ; (14)W = P � g28�G; Pik = � 18�G [gigk + gkgi℄; (15)whereW is the total pressure and Pik is the anisotropigravitational stress tensor. We use �ik to denote thevisous stress tensor, Vik the rate-of-strain tensor, and� the kinemati visosity of the gas�dust irumstellarmedium.3. HYDROGRAVITY MODES IN THESTELLAR COCOON MODELIn the stellar ooon model under onsideration, aneutron star, embedded in a thik dusty shell of su-pernova debris, is regarded as a solid globe immersed517



S. Bastrukov, I. Molodtsova, D. Podgainy et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 3 (9), 2004in a spherial �uid matrix. To make the problem ana-lytially tratable, we adopt the uniform density ap-proximation for both the stellar matter �s and thegas�dust medium �. It is presumed that the star andspherial dusty envelope are in hydrostati equilibrium.This means that the harateristi times of the are-tion proesses are long ompared to times of hydro-dynamial �utuations of gas�dust �ow in the irum-stellar shell. The purpose of this setion is to delineatethe equilibrium parameters of suh an objet, to wit,the spatial distribution of the stati gravitational �eldg(r) and the hydrostati pressure P (r) in the regionsof spae relevant to the problem in question. In theabsene of the aretion proesses, the above hara-teristis are determined by the equationsrgs(r) = 4�G�s; rPs(r) = ��s gs(r);r < Rs; (16)rg0(r) = 4� G�; rP0(r) = ��g0(r);Rs < r < R: (17)Equations (16) desribe the stati gravitational �eld gsand hydrostati pressure Ps in the star bulk, Rs is thestar radius, and Ms = (4�=3)�sR3sis the star mass. Equations (17) determine the statigravitational �eld g0 and hydrostati pressure P0 inthe dusty ooon of radius R. In the star interior, thesolutions of (16) are given bygs(r) = 4�3 G�s r; Ps(r) = 2�3 �2sG(R2s � r2);r < Rs: (18)In the stellar envelope, the stati gravitational �eldg0(r) and hydrostati pressure P0(r) are given by thefollowing solutions of Eqs. (17):g0(r) = 4�3 G� �1 + (�s � �)� R3sr3 � r;Rs < r < R; (19)P0(r) = 2�3 G�2(R2 � r2) ++ 4�3 GR3sR �(�s � �)R� rr ; Rs < r < R: (20)The detailed derivation of this latter equation, in asomewhat di�erent ontext, an be found in [16℄. Here-after, supersript zero labels the stati gravity �eld inthe ambient gas�dust envelope.

3.1. Shear osillations driven by gravitationalstressesIn what follows, we onsider small-amplitude dis-turbanes in the dense gas�dust shell of a stellar enve-lope, generated by seismi vibrations of the entral neu-tron star. We assume that these are not aompaniedby �utuations in density. While the model of inom-pressible visous �uid is admittedly a highly idealizedapproximation, nevertheless we do not expet to loseany essential gas-dynamial features of gravity wavesin the interstellar medium on this aount. Under suhdisturbanes, the quantities entering the equations ofhydrogravity are in�nitesimally perturbed asVi = V 0i + vi; V 0i = 0;gi = g0i + Ægi; P = P0 + p; (21)W =W0 + w; W0 = P0 � g028�G;w = p� 14� g0kÆgk; (22)Pik = P 0ik + tik; P 0ik = � 18�G [g0i g0k + g0kg0i ℄;tik = � 14�G [g0i Ægk + g0kÆgi℄; (23)�ik = �0ik + �ik; �0ik = 0;�ik = 2�� vik ; vik = 12 � �vi�xk + �vk�xi� ; (24)where g0i and P0 are determined by Eqs. (19) and (20),respetively. Inserting (21)�(24) in (11)�(13), we arriveat the linearized equations of hydrogravity for heavyinompressible visous �uid,��vi�t = � �w�xi + �tik�xk + ��ik�xk ; �vk�xk = 0; (25)�Ægi�t = �4�G� vi: (26)Salar multipliation of (25) with vi and integrationover the ooon volume (ignoring the e�ets of surfaestresses) yields��t Z � v22 dV = � Z [tik + �ik ℄ vik dV : (27)This equation gives the rate at whih the kineti en-ergy of the gas-dynamial motions hanges. The mostimportant point for our present disussion is that gravi-tational fores in the volume of the dusty shell do work,518



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 3 (9), 2004 Quasistati waves of hydrogravity generated : : :whih is haraterized by the inseparable link betweenanisotropi gravitational stresses and shear �utuationsof material �ow, tikvik. This suggests that gravita-tional stresses impart to the ambient gas�dust mattera portion of mehanial rigidity generi to visoelastimaterials whose response to an external disturbane isaompanied by shear �utuations.In appearane, Eq. (27) is similar to the equationof energy balane for shear response of an isotropi vis-oelasti material ontinuum,��t Z � _u22 dV = � Z [�ik + �ik ℄ _uikdV ; �ik = 2�uik;uik = 12 � �ui�xk + �uk�xi � ; �uk�xk = 0;where ui is the material displaement �eld (related tothe veloity as vi = _ui, whih implies vik = _uik for therate of strains), �ik is the Hookean shear stress, uik isthe shear strain tensor, and � is the shear modulus.This last equation is obtained by salar multipliationwith _ui of the basi equation of ontinuum mehanisof visoelasti inompressible matter,��ui = rk �ik +rk�ik ;followed by integration over the volume.It is expeted, therefore, that a pulsating neutronstar is to generate shear osillations of gas�dust matterin the irumstellar envelope. Clearly, the only way ofexploring this statement is to evaluate the frequenyand lifetime of the mode promoted by gravitationalstresses. In doing this, we use the energy variationalpriniple. The proedure is as follows. The �rst stepis to use the separable representation for �utuatingvariablesvi(r; t) = ai(r) _�(t); vik(r; t) = aik (r) _�(t);aik = 12[riak +rkai℄: (28)Substituting this form for vi in (26) and eliminatingthe time derivative, we obtainÆgi(r; t) = �4� G�ai(r)�(t): (29)The analogous separable forms for tensors of gravita-tional tik and visous �ik stresses aretik(r; t) = �ik(r)�(t);�ik(r) = �[g0i (r)ak(r) + g0k(r)ai(r)℄;�ik = 2 �� aik _�: (30)Hereafter, ai(r) is the instantaneous displaement �eldand �(t) is the temporal amplitude of the osillations.

Inserting (28) and (30) in (27), we arrive at the equa-tion governing the time evolution of �(t) having theform of the standard equation for a damped harmoniosillator, M ��(t) +D _�(t) +K�(t) = 0; (31)where the parameters (inertia M , sti�ness K, and vis-ous frition D) are given byM = Z � ai(r) ai(r) dV ;D = 12 Z ��[riak +rkai℄ [riak +rkai℄ dV ; (32)K = 12 Z �[g0i ak + g0kai℄ [riak +rkai℄ dV : (33)The well-known solution of (31) is�(t) = �0 exp(�t=�) os!t;where!2 = !20 [1� (!0�)�2℄; !20 = KM ; � = 2MD : (34)Here, !0 stands for the frequeny of nondissipative freeosillations and � is the visous damping time. Long-lasting osillations exist if !0� � 1. Thus, to evalu-ate the frequeny and lifetime of the gravity modes inthe spherial gas�dust nebula surrounding a pulsatingneutron star, we must speify the form of the instanta-neous displaement a(r), whih is solenoidal in view ofour adopted approximation of inompressible �uid. Indoing this, we onsider the quasistati regime of wavemotions of a spherial envelope generated by seismivibrations of a neutron star. In the ase of quasistatiwaves, the veloity �eld v(r; t) is determined by solu-tions of the Laplae equationr2v(r; t) = 0;whih is regarded as the long-wavelength limit of theHelmholtz equation of standing wavesr2v(r; t) + k2v(r; t) = 0;sine in the limit of extremely long wavelengths(� ! 1), the wave vetor k = 2�=� ! 0. In viewof the relation v = a(r) _�(t);the instantaneous displaement �eld a(r) satis�es theequations r2a(r) = 0; ra(r) = 0: (35)519



S. Bastrukov, I. Molodtsova, D. Podgainy et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 3 (9), 2004The poloidal solution of (35),as(r) = (N=l)[r� [r� r r�`�1P`(�)℄℄ == �N r r�(`+1) P`(�); � = os �; (36)desribes a spheroidal quasistati wave (the long-wavelength limit of a standing wave) in the irumstel-lar envelope. Here, P`(�) is the Legendre polynomialof degree `; the spherial polar oordinate system with�xed polar axis is used. This irrotational (r� as = 0)�eld of displaement is generated by a spheroidally pul-sating neutron star.A neutron star exeuting global torsional vibrationsprodues �utuations of gas�dust �ows of substantiallydi�erentially-rotational harater. The �eld of materialdisplaements in this kind of osillatory motions of theirumstellar shell is given by the toroidal vetor �eldat(r) = [�(r) � r℄; � = Nr (r�(`+1) P`(�)): (37)This �eld is also the general solution of (35). It is note-worthy that the parameters M , K, and D depend onarbitrary onstant N as N2, and hene !0 and � areindependent of the spei� form of N .3.2. Spheroidal hydrogravity modeWe assume that R, the radius of the irumstellarloud, is muh larger than the star radius Rs:Rs=R� 1:Therefore, the limits of integration along the radialvariable r an be taken from the surfae of the star,r = Rs, to the outer surfae of the gas�dust shell re-moved to in�nity, r = R!1; a neutron star looks likean osillating blob immersed in a spherial gas�dustmatrix of in�nitely large radius. For the parameters ofinertia Ms(`), internal frition Ds(`), and the lifetime�s(`) of a spheroidal g-mode, omputed as funtions ofthe multipole degree of osillations (`), we obtainMs(`) = 4�� N2R2`+1s `+ 12`+ 1 ;Ds(`) = 8�� N2R2`+3s `+ 1`+ 2 ; (38)�s(`) = � [(2`+ 1)(`+ 2)℄�1;� = R2s� ; � = �� ; (39)where � is the dynamial visosity of the interstellarmedium, � is the time onstant of exponential time

deay due to visous dissipation of the osillatory mo-tions. In somewhat di�erent ontext, this last expres-sion for �s(`) has �rst been established by Lamb [12℄.More laborious are alulations of the restoring foreparameter K of hydrogravity whose analyti form isgiven by expression (33). We omit disussion of thetedious integration proedure and only note that thesealulations are appreiably failitated by use of Maplesymboli algebra software. As a result, we obtainKs(`) = 16�23 N2 G�2R2`+1s (`+ 1)�� �2(`+ 2)2`+ 1 + �s � �� � : (40)Figure 1 illustrates irumstellar gravitational stressesgenerated by spheroidal quadrupole vibrations of aneutron star. The frequeny of undamped spheroidalmodes of hydrogravity in the galati ISM is given by!20s(`) = 4�3 G� (2`+ 1) �2(`+ 2)2`+ 1 + �s � �� � : (41)Beause the density of the star �s is muh greaterthan that of the ambient interstellar medium �, thatis, �=�s � 1, the last formula (41) an be replaed by!20s(`) = !2G (2`+ 1); !2G = 4�3 G�s = GMsR3s ; (42)where Ms and Rs are the mass and radius of the neu-tron star and !G is the natural unit of frequeny ofg-modes in the star bulk. This result is perhaps themost striking outome of the onsidered models, whihshows that the frequeny of the hydrogravity mode inthe ISM is independent of the density of the galati in-terstellar matter. Formula (42) an be ompared withthat for the frequeny of nonradial spheroidal g-modesin the neutron star bulk omputed in [24℄ as a funtionof the multipole degree `,!2s(0G`) = !2G [2(`� 1)℄: (43)We see that in the limit of very high overtones, `� 1,the frequeny of spheroidal g-modes in the ISM oin-ides with that for g-modes in the neutron star bulk,!0s(`) = !s(0G`):3.3. Toroidal hydrogravity modeThe inertia Mt(`), internal frition Dt(`), and life-time �t(`) as funtions of the multipole degree ` of the520



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 3 (9), 2004 Quasistati waves of hydrogravity generated : : :

Fig. 1. Geometri illustration of material displaements in irumstellar hydrogravity waves generated by spheroidally (toppiture) and torsionally (bottom piture) osillating neutron startoroidal hydrogravity mode are given byMt(`) = N2 4��R2`�1s `(`+ 1)(2`+ 1)(2`� 1) ;Dt(`) = N2 4��R2`+1s `(`+ 1)(`+ 2)(2`+ 1) ; (44)�t(`) = 2� [(2`� 1)(`+ 2)℄�1;� = R2s� ; � = �� : (45)The obtained analyti estimate (45) for the time ofvisous relaxation of rotational osillations in the ir-umstellar envelope (pitured in the lower part of

Fig. 1) has the same pratial usefulness as Lamb's for-mula (39). It follows that high-multipole gravity modesdeay faster then low-multipole ones, and this onlu-sion is independent of the adopted approximation ofinompressible matter. A similar onlusion has beenderived in [26℄ for the deay time of the toroidal modein the neutron star bulk. In a osmi hydrogen plasma,�� = 2:2 � 10�15T 5=2= ln�:The numerial value of the fator � � 10�15 and� � 10�24 g�m�3 [15℄. For �� = 10�15 m2 �s, the timeof visous relaxation �� � 103 s; for �� = 10�20 m2 � s,the lifetime of interstellar mode of hydrogravity is of521



S. Bastrukov, I. Molodtsova, D. Podgainy et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 3 (9), 2004the order of 10 years. Another way of omputing thetime of visous dissipation is based on the formula� = nkBT=�(where � is the ollision frequeny in the gas�dust in-terstellar matter, n is the partile density, and T isthe temperature), whih leads to lifetimes from 102 to106 years. All this leaves no doubt about the existeneof the hydrogravity mode in the galati interstellarmedium.The restoring fore parameter Kt(`) is given byKt(`) = 8�23 N2 G�2R2`�1s `(`+ 2)2`+ 1 �� �2(`+ 1)2`� 1 + �s � �� � : (46)The frequeny of the dissipationless toroidal hydrograv-ity mode in the ambient ISM is given by!20t(`) = 2�3 G� (2`� 1)(`+ 2)`+ 1 �� �2(`+ 1)2`� 1 + �s � �� � : (47)In the natural limit �=�s � 1, the latter formula isreplaed by !20t(`) = !2G (2`� 1)(`+ 2)2(`+ 1) ; (48)where !G stands for the frequeny of g-modes in theneutron star bulk. This equation again highlights thefat that the frequeny of the hydrogravity mode isindependent of the material properties of the galatiinterstellar matter. For the sake of omparison, the fre-queny of the torsional g-modes in the neutron star isgiven by [25℄ !2t (0G`) = !2G(`� 1): (49)We see that in the limit ` � 1, we have !0t(`) == !t(0G`). The di�erene between periods of hydro-gravity modes in the ISM and g-modes in the neutronstar bulk is illustrated in Fig. 2. Our expetation thatonsidered kind of interstellar motions an be detetedin an eletromagneti signal from a pulsating neutronstar rests on the plausible assumption that olletiveosillations of harged speies in the interstellar grav-ity waves should be aompanied by emission of ele-tromagneti waves. That the radio range of suh anemission is not extinguished by the gas�dust loud ofthe ISM suggests that the interstellar gravity waves
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lFig. 2. Period P`, in seonds, as a funtion of multi-pole degree ` of spheroidal (a) and torsional (b) hydro-gravity modes in the irumstellar envelope (solid line)and the orresponding g-modes in the neutron star bulk(dashed line) omputed for two models of neutron stars.1 � Ms = 1:3M�, Rs = 13 km; 2 � Ms = 0:1M�,Rs = 18 kmould manifest themselves by a periodi radio signalwhose timing is determined by the frequeny of thegravity mode in the entral star. Also, it is noteworthythat in [27℄, it is shown that aounting for eletromag-neti proesses around a torsionally osillating neutronstar an provide understanding some peuliarities ofgamma-ray bursts.3.4. Canonial gravity waves from equations ofhydrogravityIn this subsetion, we show that the approah sug-gested above regains the well-known results of the las-sial �uid-dynami theory regarding the dispersion re-lation for the free surfae gravity waves in an inom-pressible invisid liquid aused by the presene of aonstant gravitational �eld (see, e.g., [12�14℄). Thisis interesting in its own right beause the developedtreatment disloses the fat that the lassial gravitywaves are of a substantially shear harater. From theenergy balane equation (27) obtained above, it followsthat the dissipative free �utuations of an inompress-ible liquid promoted by anisotropi Newtonian gravita-522



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 3 (9), 2004 Quasistati waves of hydrogravity generated : : :tional stresses are governed by equations of the form� _vi = �(4�G)�1rk[g0i Ægk + g0kÆgi℄;Æ _gi = �4�G� vi: (50)These equations should be supplemented by the inom-pressibility ondition rv = 0;whih implies that rÆg = 0:Adhering to the treatment of hydrodynami gravitywaves in an inompressible �uid of in�nite depth, givenin [14℄, we take the plane z = 0 as orresponding to theequilibrium �uid surfae. In this ase, the onstantgravitational �eld g0 has the omponentsg0 = [gx = 0; gy = 0; gz = �g℄ = onst: (51)The motions are restrited to the xz plane, whihmeans that the �utuating �eld of the veloity is afuntion of x and z and therefore has just two nonzeroomponentsvx = vx(x; z); vy = 0; vz = vz(x; z): (52)Given (51) and (52), in the Cartesian oordinates,Eqs. (50) break up into the set of nonombining equa-tions��vx�t = g4�G �Ægx�z ; �Ægx�t = �4�G�vx; (53)��vz�t = g4�G �Ægz�z ; �Ægz�t = �4�G�vz; (54)exhibiting strong oupling between �utuations in theveloity of hydrodynamial �ow and gravitational �eld.Taking time derivative in Eqs. (53) and (54), we �ndthat the resultant equations an easily be ombined togive idential equations for eah �utuating variable,�2vx�t2 = �g�vx�z ; �2Ægx�t2 = �g�Ægx�z ; (55)�2vz�t2 = �g�vz�z ; �2Ægz�t2 = �g�Ægz�z : (56)We onsider an inompressible liquid with a free sur-fae. By �free gravity wave� we understand a distur-bane traveling in this liquid whose amplitude is expo-nentially dereasing toward the depth, i.e., as z ! �1,and for whih the veloity omponents are desribed byvx = �Akekz sin(kx� !t); vy = 0;vz = Akekz os(kx� !t): (57)

The omponents of the �utuating gravity �eld in thiswave have the formÆgx = 4��! vz ; Ægy = 0; Ægz = �4��! vx;where vx and vz are given by expressions (57). Substi-tuting (57) in (55), we arrive at the well-known disper-sion relation of a lassial free surfae gravity wave inan inompressible liquid of in�nite depth [14, 15℄,! =pgk; VG = �!�k = 12rgk ; (58)where VG is the group veloity of the gravity wave.In this wave, the veloity vetor v, at any �xed valueof the depth oordinate z in the xz plane, undergoes auniform rotation in this plane preserving its magnitude.This is learly seen by representing the �ow veloity asv = [r� (ey f)℄ = [rf � ey℄;f = Aekz sin(kx� !t); (59)where ey is the unit vetor in the positive diretion ofthe y axis around whih, at a �xed value of z, the ve-loity vetor v exeutes uniform rotation. However, itshould be learly realized that this rotation has nothingto do with vortiity of the �uid �ow, sine the vetor�eld of vortiity 
 = r� v = 0:On the other hand, the requirementsr � v = 0; r� v = 0 (60)imply that v an be represented as the gradient of asalar funtion �v = r�; � = Aekz os(kx� !t): (61)It an be veri�ed that the veloity �eld in the surfaegravity wave v, Eq. (57), obeys the equationr2v = 0as well. It is this fat that has been used as a guide inthe above adopted lassi�ation of the gravity modesin a spherial irumstellar shell as spheroidal andtoroidal modes in whih the �elds of displaements aredesribed by two general solutions of the vetor Laplaeequation. Thus, the proposed equations of hydrograv-ity provide a proper aount of the anonial gravitywaves by aentuating the shear harater of this mode.Essentially, this means that gravitational stress endowsan inompressible �uid with the mehanial propertiestypial of visoelasti materials apable of transmittingshear waves.523



S. Bastrukov, I. Molodtsova, D. Podgainy et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 3 (9), 20044. DISCUSSIONAn understanding of physial mehanisms gov-erning the large-sale motions of galati interstellarmedium brought about by seismi vibrations of stars isimportant in two areas of urrent astrophysis: astero-seismology and interstellar gas dynamis. In this work,we have investigated the wave motions of galati inter-stellar medium promoted by irumstellar gravitational�elds of pulsating stars. In doing this, we have set upself-onsistent equations of hydrogravity having in ap-pearane some features in ommon with those lyingat the base of the hydromagneti theory. By exam-ining potential apabilities of suh an approah, heav-ily relayed on the onept of Newtonian gravitationalstresses, we have shown that the proposed theory re-gains the dispersion equation for the anonial gravitywaves traveling near the surfae of an inompressibleinvisid liquid of in�nite depth, the wave proess beingwell-known in the theoretial oeanology and physisof planetary atmospheres. Newly highlighted here isthe shear harater of osillating �ows in this wave, ow-ing its origin to �utuations of Newtonian gravitationalstresses.Based on this and working from the homogeneousmodel of a spherial stellar ooon (a star surroundedby an extended spherial shell of gas�dust medium),we apply the proposed theory of hydrogravity to anal-ysis of the small-amplitude gravity modes generated inthe interstellar medium by a neutron star exeutingspheroidal and torsional vibrations in quiesent, pre-sumably post-starquake, regime. In presented alula-tions (arried out by two onstrutively di�erent op-erational tools), the approximation of inompressiblevisous �uid has been adopted. This implies that dis-turbanes outgoing from a pulsating neutron star leadto weak perturbations aompanied by oupled �utu-ations of the veloity and gravitational �eld, whereasthe equilibrium density and hydrostati pressure inthe ambient gas�dust shell remain una�eted. Clearly,suh an approximation is unwarranted for violent star-quakes generating the shok and ompressional waves.The extension of the proposed theory to the ase ofthese latter waves requires speial investigation, whihis out of our present disussion. The pratial useful-ness of the onsidered, admittedly idealized, model isthat it allows one to attain onlusive inferenes re-garding the dependene of period and lifetime of on-sidered modes upon harateristi parameters of botha pulsating star and surrounding gas�dust interstellarmatter and the multipole degree of osillations as well.From the physial side, the �nding of partiular inter-

est is that the frequeny of these weakly attenuatedmodes of hydrogravity in an unbounded dusty enve-lope is proportional to the frequeny of the g-mode inthe neutron star bulk. The orresponding period fallsin the interval from 0.1 to 20 milliseonds. This in-ferene is in agreement with the Boriako��Van Hornonjeture [2, 3℄ that miropulses of milliseond dura-tion learly disernible in the windows of the main pulsetrain owe their existene to pulsations of neutron stars.Together with this, it seems fairly plausible that un-preditable irregularities and perturbations in the ISMmediating the onsidered waves of hydrogravity shouldsubstantially a�et the ohereny of these miropulses,as extensively disussed in [28℄.While the developed theory is presented in the on-text of neutron star pulsations, it is hoped that the the-oretial preditions inferred here an �nd useful appli-ations to another area of astroseismology. In this on-netion, it is important that onsidered mehanisms ofgravitational oupling between small-amplitude vibra-tions of a star and a stellar envelope presume that ol-letive osillations of harged partiles (forming irum-stellar plasma) in the quasistati wave of hydrogravityare aompanied by eletromagneti radiation whosefrequeny oinides with that for the gravity mode inthe star bulk. It is expeted, therefore, that suh aradiation an be observed in the viinity of any starsurrounded by interstellar plasma and exeuting small-amplitude nonradial vibrations driven by self-gravity.In this ase, the onsidered quasistati waves of hydro-gravity an exist in the solar envelope, provided theSun undergoes global nonradial gravity-driven vibra-tions of small amplitude with the frequenies propor-tional to the basi frequeny of g-mode !G. Suh anattitude sheds some new light on the known problemof helioseismology [29℄ regarding 160-minute variabilitydisovered long ago in solar observations [30, 31℄, whihhas been interpreted as a manifestation of the gravi-ty-driven vibrations of the Sun (see also [32℄). How-ever, in the subsequent years, the authentiity of solarorigin of this signal has been the subjet of ontroversy(e.g. [33℄). In reent work [34℄ advoating the solar ori-gin of this signal, it is argued that this variability an-not be asribed to some terrestrial ause or to an arti-fat of the data redution proedure. Notwithstandingthe fat that further measurements (preferably with theuse of satellite-based telesopes) are needed to attainmore de�nite statements regarding the very soure andphysial nature of this intriguing signal, we onludethat preditions of the theory developed in this workare in line with the hypothesis about helioseismi ori-gin of this phenomenon.524



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 3 (9), 2004 Quasistati waves of hydrogravity generated : : :We are indebted to M. G. Park, J. C. Hwang,D. Mkrtihian, C. H. Lee, G. S. Bisnovatyi-Kogan,M. van Putten, H. Noh, and H. K. Lee for disus-sions and valuable omments. The authors aknowled-ge partial support of this work by Eastern Europe ex-hange program (grant � 02 Russia 10-58-2) sponsoredby KISTEP, South Korea, and Russian Foundation forBasi Researh (grant � 02-01-00606).APPENDIXIn this Appendix, we show that the results obtainedabove an be derived from a di�erent mathematialfooting. The basi idea of this method is to use thegravitational stress tensor Gik as the dynamial vari-able of motions together with the density � and theveloity �eld Vi, whose evolution is governed by ou-pled equations of the formd�dt + ��Vk�xk = 0; (62)�dVidt + �P�xi � �Gik�xk = ��ik�xk ; (63)dGikdt +Gij �Vk�xj +Gkj �Vi�xj +Gik �Vj�xj = 0: (64)Suh an approah has been used in [8, 9℄ to omputethe gravity modes in the neutron star bulk.As in the previous setion, we fous on disturbanesof the gas�dust ooon triggered by seismi vibrationsof a neutron star that are not aompanied by �utua-tions in density but solely in the veloity, pressure, andgravitational stresses,Vk(r; t) = V 0k (0) + vk(r; t);P (r; t) = P0(r) + p(r; t);Gik(r; t) = G0ik(r) + gik(r; t): (65)We note that in this model, the stati gravitationalstresses in the stationary loud surrounding the neu-tron star are determined by the hydrostati pressure(Eq. (20)) asG0ik(r) = �P0(r)Æik ;P0(r) = �2�3 G�2(R2s � r2)++ 4�3 G�(�s � �)R3s �1r � 1Rs�� : (66)Inserting (65) in (62)�(64), we arrive at linearized equa-tions of gravity-driven �utuations,

��vi�t = � �p�xk + �gik�xk + ��ik�xk ; (67)�gik�t = 2P0(r) vik + vjrjP0(r)Æik ; (68)�ik = 2�� vik ; vik = 12 � �vi�xk + �vk�xi� : (69)The energy balane equation is��t Z � v22 dV = � Z [gik + �ik ℄ vik dV : (70)This equation is obtained by salar multipliationof (67) with vi and integration over the loud volume,provided that surfae stresses are negligible. The nextstep is to use a separable r and t representation for boththe kinemati harateristis of motion like the �eld ofmaterial displaements and the rate-of-strain tensorvi(r; t) = ai(r) _�(t); vik(r; t) = aik (r) _�(t); (71)and for the strength harateristis of motion suh asthe stress tensors of gravity and visositygik(r; t) = [2P0(r)aik(r)+aj(r)rjP0(r)Æik ℄�(t);�ik = 2 � aik _�(t): (72)Substituting (71) and (72) in (70), we obtain the equa-tion of damped harmoni osillationsM ��(t) +D _�(t) +K�(t) = 0 (73)in whih the parameters of inertia M , sti�ness K, andvisous frition D are given by the integralsM = Z � ai(r) ai(r) dV ;D = 12 Z ��[riak +rkai℄ [riak +rkai℄dV ; (74)K = 12 Z P0 [ri ak +rk ai℄ [ri ak +rk ai℄dV : (75)These equations show that the frequeny and lifetime ofquasistati modes of hydrogravity an be omputed us-ing the above spei�ed �elds of spheroidal and toroidalinstantaneous displaements. Also, it is noteworthythat the last expression for K is similar to the equa-tion for the rigidity oe�ient of a visoelasti mate-rial whose osillatory response is ontrolled by Hooke'srestoring fore. This again leads us to onlude that the525
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